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Briefing from VAC: 3 aims to meet the current crisis

• Create a directory so that people can find out which Camden 
organisations are active and what they are doing so that residents in 
need can be directed to support

• Disseminate up-to-date information on funding, central and local 
government plans, legal advice etc and support Camden organisations

• Help the sector link up vulnerable residents with statutory and non-
statutory help via safe volunteers 



Covid-19 Community Directory

An up-to-date directory of organisations active and responding to the crisis



Updates and Resources

Daily updates A Directory of Resources



Here’s an example of a daily update



Council Response

Volunteers sign up at this site Find pharmacies, shops and local voluntary organisations* on this site

*local organisation data supplied by VAC



Working with the council and lobbying

Shielded Response
Moira Ugoji

These are the council workstreams responding to residents in need



As part of keeping the Covid19 Community
directory up to date we have surveyed the 
sector to find out their support needs, the 
volunteer roles needed and get an indication
of the main issues.

Camden VCS Support Needs



Challenges and Concerns

• Time is of the essence 

• Clear information needed 

• Contact points and referral pathways 

• Payments and money 

• The digital divide 

• Isolation, stress, burn out, bereavement, separation



VCS Organisation’s Support Needs:

• funding 

• the furlough scheme

• Covid-19 specific concerns

• technology and digital

• capacity to meet users’ needs

• employment and HR 

• Signposting and general help with networking



And you told us about volunteer roles needed:

• General operations/admin volunteers
• Phone befrienders
• Meal preparation and delivery
• Pick up prescriptions
• Tech support (a wide range from setting up remote working to supporting older people get online
• Volunteer managers and coordinators
• Dog walkers
• Leaflet distributors
• And a range of other roles from play supervisors to activity leaders



Care Navigation and Social Prescribing

• AUC Care Navigation

• VAC Community Links

• LBC Wish+

As well as our role as the CVSs for Camden we also run Community Links which is part of:

This system mainly (but not exclusively) takes referrals from GPs and has been responding to the Covid-19 situation 
and dealing with a large increase in demand.

This merits an update all to itself which we will bring you in the near future.



Getting Help

Council response GP response

Community response

?

?

?

A resident needing help might go to the council, to their GP or to a community centre or faith organisation

How do we make sure that they end up getting the right support?



There is a lot of work to do to join 
up the various systems:

• The residents in need
• The volunteers
• VCS and Public Sector response

Add your ideas here:
https://www.lucidchart.com/invitations/accept/
61fcdcaa-5e33-4f9c-9f34-183de0d411cd

https://www.lucidchart.com/invitations/accept/61fcdcaa-5e33-4f9c-9f34-183de0d411cd


Next 
Camden Voluntary Action Forum

on

Wednesday 6th May, 11am

Possible topics:

The Digital Divide and working offline

Pressure points on the VCS

Adapting Services in the new climate

Let us know what you want on the agenda


